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Qai 1

Things Every Driver 
Should Know

Purpose and layout - Muc dich va bo cuc:
s---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- '

□  Knowing when to do it yourself: kin nao thi ban tit lam

□  Paying attention to safety: c/n'i y  den an toan

□  Filling ‘er up yourself: tit do xang vao xe

□  Getting under the hood: Cacli mo capo xe

□  Jacking up the car: Cacli doi xe

□  Changing a tire: Cacli t/iay mot vd xe

□  Getting into your car when you lock yourself out: Cacli 
vao xe khi ban bi klioa a ben ngoai

□  Taking things apart (and putting them back together 
again): Cacli thao rbi cac bo plian (va rap cluing lai nhit 
cu)

Cm ! ') i ^  w  ( V jX O i i - 

If you're not particularly ,nfiechanically inclined, you may 
watch those who are with admiration and amazement - and 
'exasperation because they have something you don’t: an under
standing o f how things work and how things go together. When 
they take something apart, they can reassemb’ e it back the way 
it was. When they say that they want to take a look under the 
hood, they can actually get the darn thing open. And when they 
need to change a flat, they don’t spend ten minutes trying to 
figure out which end of the jack is up.
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The good news is that you don’t have to be born with a 
wrench in your hand to know how to fix things - even things as 
seemingly complicated as a car. 1 know; I’ve been there. The 
section in the Introduction called How I Became Intimately 
Involved with My Car (and Why You’ll Want to Do It, Too)'' 
tells you all about my automotive epiphany.

Of course, the simplest things can sometimes be the big
gest hurdles to overcome. After all, if you can’t even figure out 
how to open the hood, how can you check the oil or the cool
ant level? That’s why I begin this book with a chapter on the 
basics. I explain simple tasks that you use again and again as 
you work on your vehicle - like how to open the hood, jack up 
a car, and change a tire. I also include instructions for filling 
the tank with gas yourself (it’s cheaper than full-service), a 
surefire method for taking anything apart and putting it back 
together again, and safety pointers that every mechanic expe
rienced and beginner - should heed.

You can find a definition in the Practical Glossary of Au
tomotive Terms at the end o f the book for any word that’s 
printed in this special type.

1. Before you tackle any job
It's wonderful to do things yourself. It costs you less, it gives 

you a sense of power to know that you did it on your own, and 
you know that the job ’s been done right. Nevertheless, to avoid 
getting in over my head, I always ask myself the following ques
tions before undertaking any job:

♦ Do I really want to do this? Will it be fun - or horrendous9 
I try never to do anything that doesn't feel good anymore

(unless it's absolutely necessary).
♦ Do I know how to do it? If not, where do I go to learn?
♦ Does it require such expensive tools that it would cost less 

to have someone do it for me than to buy those tools0 Can
I borrow the tools I need?
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♦ If I goof, can something be seriously damaged? Can I?
♦ How long will it take, and what is my time worth? How 

much money will I save by doing it myself?
You’ll be happy to know that almost every job in this book 

should pass these tests. If you find one that doesn’t, don’t hesi
tate to turn it over to a Professional - after you read enough to 
know that the job is definitely necessary, what it entails, whether 
the work has been done properly, and how to get Satisfaction if 
it isn’t. With that in mind, let’s get on to the very first thing you 
need to know in order to work on your vehicle.

2. Safety Rules
The first time I tuned my car, I was sure that if I made 

the smallest mistake, the car would explode when I started it. 
This seems to be a common delusion, but it just isn’t so. All 
you’ll get is silence (which can be just as disconcerting, but not 
lethal after all). This isn’t to say that working on cars is free 
from danger, though. Before you do any work on a vehicle, be 
sure to observe the following safety rules:

♦ Don’t smoke while you’re working on your car - for obvi
ous reasons!

♦ Never work on your car unless the parking brake is on, 
the gearshift is in Park or Neutral, and the engine is. 
shut off. If you have to run the engine to adjust some
thing, turn it on and off yourself to avoid the risk that a 
friendly helper may misunderstand and turn the engine 
on while your hands are in the way.

♦ Be sure that the parts of the engine you’re working on 
are nice and cool so that you don’t get burned. If  you’re 
doing a job that calls for a warm engine, be very careful.

♦ N ever jack  a car up unless the wheels are properly 
blocked. I go into more detail about this later in this 
chapter in the "The Safe Way to Use a Jack" and "How to 
Change a Tire" sections.
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♦ Use insulated tools for electrical work.
♦ Before using a wrench or ratchet on a part that’s stuck , 

make sure that, if  it suddenly comes loose, your hand won’t 
hit anything. To avoid the possibility o f  being injured be
cause your hand slams into something, pull on wrenches 
whenever possible rather than pushing on them.

♦ Take off your rings, long necklaces, or other jewelry. If 
they get caught on parts, they - and you - can be damaged.

♦ Tie back long hair. If your hair accidentally gets into a 
moving fan or belt, you can literally be scalped.

♦ If you’re working with toxic chemicals, such as antifreeze, 
cleaners, and the like keep them away from your mouth 
and eyes, wash your hands thoroughly after using them, 
and either store them safely away from pets and chil
dren or dispose o f  them in a way that’s good for the 
environment. (For examples, see the next paragraph and 
the sidebar "How to dispose of empty gasoline cans safely", 
later in this chapter.)

♦ Know that gasoline is extrem ely  dangerous to have 
around. Not only is it toxic and flammable, but the vapor 
in an empty can is explosive enough to take out a city 
block. If you must keep a small amount o f gasoline on 
hand for a lawn mower or chain saw, always store it in a 
ventilated gasoline can designed specifically for that pur
pose. Unless you’re going far into the wilds, never carry 
a can o f gasoline in or on your vehicle.

♦ Work in a well-ventilated area to avoid breathing in car
bon monoxide if you have to run the engine, or breathing 
in toxic fumes from chemicals and gasoline. If possible, 
work outdoors in your driveway, your backyard, or a park
ing lot. If you must work in your garage, be sure to keep 
the garage door open and move the vehicle as close to the 
door as possible.

♦ Keep a fire extinguisher handy. You can find reasons for
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this that may surprise you in Chapter 2.
So much for the scary stuff. It’s all a matter of common 

sense, really. And remember: Making a car blow up is almost 
impossible unless you drop a match into the fuel tank. If you do 
something incorrectly, the worst thing that will probably hap
pen is that the car won’t start until you get it right.

3. How to fill 'er up yourself
More and more gas stations are shifting toward self-Ser- 

vice. If you’ve been reluctant to abandon the luxury of the.full- 
service lane, chances are that it’s going to get more and more 
difficult to find one. Knowing how to fill ‘er up yourself not only 
prevents you from being stranded with an empty tank when 
there’s no one available to fill it for you, but it also saves you 
money on every gallon, every time.

Always extinguish your cigarette before you start to pump 
gasoline. If the flame comes in contact with gasoline fumes, it 
can cause an explosion.

Here’s how to pump your own gas:
1. Look at the price window on the pump.

If a price is registered there, have the attendant clear 
the machine so that the price window reads "$0.00."

2. Move the lever on the pump to ON.
3. Unscrew the cap from your fuel tank.
4. Unhook the pump nozzle and hose from the pump and 

place the nozzle into the fuel tank opening.
5. Squeeze the trigger on the pump nozzle to allow gasoline 

to flow out o f the hose and into your fuel tank.
There's usually a little latch near the trigger that keeps 
the trigger open so that you don’t have to stand there hold
ing onto it. Don't worry about overflows; gas pumps shut 
off automatically when your tank is almost full.


